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Aims

Methods

The European Space Agency Ocean Colour Climate Change Initiative project aims to:
•To develop & validate algorithms to meet the Ocean Colour GCOS ECV requirements for
consistent, stable, error-characterized global satellite data products from multi-sensor data
archives;
•To produce and validate, within an R&D context, the most complete and consistent possible time
series of multi-sensor global satellite data products for climate research and modelling;
•To strengthen inter-disciplinary, international cooperation on Earth observation, climate research
and modelling, in pursuit of scientific excellence.

OC-CCI undertakes regular re-processing, typically annually, to extend the time series in time
and to use on-going research and developments in atmospheric correction, in-water algorithms,
data merging techniques and bias correction. This requires flexibility and rapid turn-around of
processing of extensive ocean colour datasets from a number of ESA and NASA missions to
both trial new algorithms and methods and undertake the complete data set production.

1. Bias Correction

5. Data validation

Data from the different satellite
sensors,
processed
with
different
atmosphericcorrection
routines,
retain
biases dependant on their
processing
history.
Bias
correction removes consistent
biases between the datasets
and
is
carried
out
by
generating climatologies and
deriving per-pixel maps of bias
between the sensors with
respect to a reference sensor
(SeaWiFS). These maps are
then applied to the individual
sensor data input data.

Processing steps relevant to the use by ecosystem modelling are shown below focussing on bias
correction between sensors and uncertainty analysis.
Version 3.1 of the data set was made available to the scientific community in May 2017 covering
the period 1997-2016.

Validation and analysis of the data is undertaken
by inter alia:
• Comparison to in situ data (right)
• Comparison with earlier OC CCI versions,
and other ocean colour products from NASA,
MyOcean2 etc.
• Model skill assessment
• Model data assimilation
• Time series analysis

Climatological bias map for MODIS (Polymer atmospheric
correction) compared to SeaWiFS (l2gen) on 1 July 443nm

2. Uncertainty Analysis

Comparison of OC CCI v3.1 and
in situ chl-a

6. Modelling systems

Per-pixel uncertainty is based on
the identification of optical water
type classes using a fuzzy cmeans (FCM) clustering
algorithm (Jackson et al.
2017). Each optical water type
has uncertainty statistics derived
from match ups between in
situ and satellite
derived chlorophyll, IOP and
Rrs match ups. These class
statistics are then used with
each pixel in the daily products
to computer per-pixel
uncertainty.

The ecosystem model of the North West European
shelf sea couples 3D hydrodynamic models
(POLCOMS and NEMO) with a pelagic & benthic
biogeochemical
model
(ERSEM)
(www.pml.ac.uk/Modelling/Access_Code).
The assimilation systems used here are the
NEMOVAR and the stochastic, localized Ensemble
Kalman Filter (EnKF) consisting of 100 members
each with independently perturbed underwater
light fields. Both model variables and observations
have been log-transformed.
The assimilated data are ocean-colour chlorophyll
concentrations of four phytoplankton groups and
the standard total chlorophyll concentrations from
ESA CCI as described previously. CCI error
estimates are used throughout.

3. Product and Uncertainty generation

7. Data assimilation

Final products are computed from the merged Rrs

The assimilation of either total chlorophyll or phytoplankton functional group chlorophyll improves
the overall ecosystem state estimation. The magnitude of the improvements is larger when
assimilating all four functional groups over total chlorophyll. The multivariate approach to data
assimilation results in improvements in key ecosystem drivers such as nutrients. Because the
assimilation targets optimal state estimation, key ecosystem rate processes such as production and
respiration are equally impacted giving rise to improvements to climate relevant fluxes such as
carbon burial and CO2 air sea exchange (see posters by Ciavatta et al and Torres et al for more
details).

OC – CCI version 3.1 Chl-a July 2003
The statistics from the uncertainty analysis are used with individual-pixel water type membership
classification to produce RMSE, bias and standard deviation.

July 2003 Bias log10Chl-a

4. Product dissemination
Products are available via:
• ftp from PML and CEMS
• Via the oceancolour.org web site
• OPeNDAP
• Web-GIS integration portals
using OGC technology (right)

July 2003 RMSE log10Chl-a

8. Wider Impacts
Data assimilation of earth observation products will continue to support the development of
ecosystem models by the identification of deficient parameterisations or missing processes.
These techniques enable the generation of long and climate relevant reanalysis of the marine
ecosystem supporting accurate accounting of carbon cycling in the ocean.
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